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Abstract: Proper lubrication and surface modification are key
factors to improve the tribological behavior of interacting sliding
surfaces under lubricated conditions. Surface texturing of
interacting surfaces has found to be an emerging technique that
modifies the surfaces deterministically by producing surface
features in the form of surface asperities or grooves with specific
shape, size and distribution. The present paper address the impact
of positive surface textures (protrusions) and number of positive
textures in the sliding direction on friction and wear behavior of
parallel sliding contacts. The square shaped positive surface
textures are created on the specimen by ink-jet followed by
chemical etching process. The sliding experiments are conducted
on pin on disc friction and wear test rig by providing different
sliding conditions such as plain dry, plain with lubricant and
textures with lubricant between the interacting surfaces. The results
indicated that the textures with lubricated condition exhibit lower
friction and wear compared to other two conditions. Furthermore,
it is reported that among the tested samples, the textured sample
with number of textures three in sliding direction has shown a
prominent effect in reducing friction and wear of parallel sliding
contact.

pressure by forming convergent clearances [12-13]. Under
pure hydrodynamic lubrication, these micro-textures generate
an additional hydrodynamic lift to separate the contact
surfaces [14-16]. In starved lubrication conditions, these
micro-textures acts as “micro-reservoirs” and supplies
additional lubricant to the contact zone [17]. Furthermore,
textures can also increase the anti-wear properties of the
components by entrapping foreign particles/wear debris,
which resulted in the prolonged life of the components [15,
18].
Surface texture can be applied to various mechanical
components in order to get its advantageous effects. Several
authors have been successfully used this technique to many
engineering components which include mechanical seals,
piston rings and journal bearings and others [19-21]. In the
present paper, the influence of surface texturing, particularly
positive textures (protrusions) were investigated on the
tribological performance of the sliding contact. Square-shaped
textures were fabricated on pin sample by the chemical
etching process. The tribological performance was
characterized by considering friction coefficient and specific
wear rate. The sliding tests were conducted on the pin ondisc
test rig under dry and lubricated conditions.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Surface texturing is an effective way to enhance the
tribological behavior of rubbing surfaces by modifying the
surfaces in a specified manner [1-3]. This technique
essentially alters the surface topography in a pre-determined
way by producing the micro-features like dimples and grooves
[4-6]. These surface features can be positive (protruded out of
surface) or negative (recessed into the surface) [7]. Moreover,
these micro-features can improve the lubrication conditions at
the conjunction which further enhances the load support,
frictional resistance and wear resistance of the rubbing pairs
[8-11]. Under hydrodynamic or mixed lubrication, microfeatures act as “micro-wedges” to generate the hydrodynamic

II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The pin material selected for the experiments was AISI 1020
steel with a rectangular cross-section of 10 mm×3 mm, and a
length of 27 mm. The disc was prepared of EN-31 steel with a
165 mm diameter and 8 mm thickness. The square-shaped
textures with side length 500 µm and height 70 µm were
produced on the pin sample by a chemical etching process. The
detailed process can be found in the manuscript [7].
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Where Ff = friction force in N, Fn = normal load in N, ΔW=
weight loss of the ring sample in gm, ρ = density of the pin
sample in gm/mm3 and ds = sliding distance in m which was
calculated from ds=v×t, v = sliding velocity in m/min, t =
sliding time in minutes.
IV.

All the sliding experiments were performed on the pin on disc
friction test rig at a room temperature of 300 C. The
experiments have been conducted on textured and non-textured
surfaces under lubricated sliding conditions. However, in order
to visualize the effect of a lubricated sliding condition, the
results of dry sliding condition for plain surface were also
included. After each test, the friction force, friction coefficient
and specific wear rate were calculated by using Eqs. (1) & (2).
In the lubricated condition, the textured and non-textured pin
samples were represented by (T+O) and (O) respectively. In
the case of textured samples, number of textures (n) in sliding
direction was varied.

Fig.1. Schematic view of Pin on disc apparatus
The experiments were performed on a friction and
wear test rig (pin on disc machine) by providing unidirectional
sliding between a fixed pin and rotating disc. The test rig along
with the contact mechanism is shown in Fig.1. It consists of a
stationary pin on which the normal load applied and pressed
against a rotating disc. The test rig mainly comprises of a
testing unit, controller unit, and a display unit (see Fig. 1). The
testing unit includes a lever to apply the load, pin holder to
hold the pin firmly, LVDT sensors for friction force and wear
measurement and an oil reservoir for the continuous supply of
the lubricant. A second unit is a control unit which controls the
speed of the motor. A third unit is a display unit, i.e., a
computer which displays the readings of the friction force,
friction coefficient, and wear.
III.

The results of the friction coefficient and specific
wear rate were described in Fig 2. From Fig. 2(a), a drastic
decrease in friction coefficient was identified under the
lubricated condition as compared to the dry sliding state, which
is obvious due to the presence of the lubricant. Under
lubricated conditions, the textured pin sample exhibited more
beneficial effects in reducing friction coefficient as compared
to non-textured pin sample (see Fig.2 (a)). Because of
additional hydrodynamic lift generated by textures between the
interacting surfaces, due to which the sliding friction was
reduced. However, textured sample with number of textures of
three exhibited lowest friction coefficient among the textured
samples.

FRICTION COEFFICIENT AND WEAR RATE
CALCULATIONS

The pin on disc experiments was performed under dry and
lubricated conditions. In the case of dry conditions, nontextured surface was considered while textured and nontextured specimens were considered for lubricated conditions.
SAE15W-40 oil was selected to lubricate the sliding contact
with a continuous supply of the oil at a rate of 20 drops per
minute. The normal load was considered 30 N while the
rotating speed of disc was kept at 400 rpm. The pin and disc
samples were cleaned with acetone before starting each test to
remove dirt particles and then dried. All the tests were
conducted for 12 minutes at a track radius of 40 mm. The
weight of the sample was measured before and after each
sliding test. After each test, the friction coefficient and specific
wear rate were calculated by using equations (1) and (2). All
the tests were conducted three times, and the mean values of
friction coefficient and specific wear rate were calculated.
Friction coefficient 
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Fig.2 (a) Friction coefficient vs Time
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Fig.2 (b) Specific wear rate vs Time
Fig. 2(b) shows the results of specific wear rate under
dry and lubricated sliding conditions. It was evident that the
pin sample would experience severe wear and specific wear
rate in dry condition when compared with lubricated sliding
condition. Moreover, in the presence of the square-shaped
textures along with the lubricated condition, a further
reduction in wear rate was observed as compared to nontextured pin sample. This is probably due to the ability of
surface texturing which offers a lower area of contact between
the pin and disc samples and capturing the wear debris in
3 the
space between the textures, thus reduced the wear rate.
Furthermore, the textured sample with number of textures of
three reduced the specific wear rate more when compared with
textured samples with number of textures of two and four in
sliding direction.

Fig. 4. Scanning Electron Micrographs of pin surface
under (a) dry condition, (b) lubricated condition without
textures (c) lubricated condition with textures
The Scanning electron micrographs of worn surfaces
were depicted in Fig.4. It can be seen in Fig. 4 (a) that the
deep grooves and the scratches were an indication of severe
abrasive wear under dry condition. Similarly, the narrow wear
scars from Fig. 4 (b) and 4 (c) would be evident for mild
abrasive wear in the case lubricated conditions. Moreover, it
was observed from Fig. 4 (c) that the textures were not
damaged severely and no further indication of severe wear
tracks or deep grooves as compared to non-textured pin
surface. Based on the worn surface analysis, it was confirmed
that the textured surfaces (in particular with number of
textures of three) would be recommended to get the improved
tribological performance of the sliding contact.

Fig. 3 shows the mean friction coefficient and
specific wear rate of textured and non-textured pin samples
under lubricated conditions. The results confirmed that the
textured pin samples significantly reduced the average friction
coefficient and specific wear rate as compared to the nontextured case (see Fig. 3(a) & 3(b)). Moreover, the maximum
reduction of 23.2 % and 38% were found in the friction
coefficient and specific wear rate respectively.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

The positive textures (protrusions) were created on the pin
surface to study its impact on the tribological performance of
the sliding contact. The square-shaped textures having a side
length of 500 µm and a height of 70 µm were fabricated by the
chemical etching process. The tribological sliding tests were
performed between the fixed pin against rotating disc under
dry and lubrication conditions. From the results, it can be
concluded that the reduction in friction coefficient and specific
wear rate were obtained under lubricated sliding conditions
when compared with dry sliding conditions. Besides, the
textured samples have shown a substantial improvement in
friction coefficient and specific wear rate by generating an
additional hydrodynamic lift at the conjunction which
separated the lubricated sliding surfaces. The textured pin
samples with number of textures of three reduced friction
coefficient by 23.2% and specific wear rate by 38% when
compared with non-textured reference case.

Fig.3. Average friction coefficient and Specific
wear rate results
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